
On average, people spend up to 90% of their time indoors, and 

indoor air can be two and a half times as polluted as outdoor air.

Indoor Air Quality is of particular concern for those affected by asthma 

and allergies, but a healthier home is of broader benefit to all.

The asthma & allergy friendly® Certification Program seeks to assist 

people to identify products which will make a genuine difference to 

their indoor environment. It develops certification standards for relevant 

categories of products, and all certified products undergo testing to 

those standards. In this way, the consumer can then make an informed 

choice about materials like insulation, flooring products, etc. that they 

bring into their home.

In the case of HVAC filters, we test the product in an environmentally-

controlled test duct, using test dust that contains allergens. It is 

important that the filter can remove allergens from the air. Different 

allergens respond differently to filtration, because they have different 

sizes and features. We also test the filter when it is loaded with dust,  

to make sure its performance is maintained.

Our Certification addresses these issues.

GLOBALLY, AIR POLLUTION IS THE SECOND LEADING  
CAUSE OF DEATH FROM NON-COMMUNICABLE DISEASES. 

WHAT ARE YOU DOING TO HELP?*

Look inside for more details...

KEY STATISTICS

 People spend up to 90% 
of their time indoors 

 Indoor concentrations 
of pollutants are often 
2 to 5 times higher 
than typical outdoor 
concentrations

 9 out of 10 people 
breathe polluted air 
every day 

 Indoor air pollution  
is the single most 
important environmental 
health risk worldwide

 Indoor air pollution kills 
4 million people a year 

Sources: EPA & WHO
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Certification Name asthma & allergy friendly® ASHRAE – MERV Rating American Lung Association
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HVAC for a healthier home



Certification Clients Include

Why do we certify HVAC and 
furnace filters?

Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC)  

and furnace filters are important elements of 

climate control in homes. These systems are mostly 

used to regulate temperature in the home, and 

sometimes also humidity. They work by forcing air 

through ducts to move it throughout the home.

Because of this movement of air, it is also possible 

for these systems to transport allergens and other 

small air particles throughout the home.  

Pollens, mold spores, and animal dander can  

all be spread through the home in this manner.  

So having effective filtration of the air passing 

through a climate control system is very important 

in maintaining a healthy indoor environment.

How do we test HVAC/furnace filters?

We use a standardised test duct to test these  

filters. This is a controlled duct where the filter 

can be inserted at the centre, and air can be  

forced through it.

The first element is removal of allergens. We 

introduce a specific amount of test dust that contains 

pollen, house dust mite allergen, and cat allergen 

into the test duct, and a blower forces the dusty air 

through the filter. When the air passes through the 

filter, we test it on the other side to see how much of 

the dust and the allergen passed through. We also 

measure the tiny micro-particles in the dust.

The second element is seal integrity. The centre 

of your filter can be the best filter in the world, but if 

the seals around the edge are weak then the air and 

allergen can pass around the filter and be spread 

throughout the home. To test this, we cover the 

filter media with an impermeable film. We then 

insert the filter in the test duct, and challenge it with 

pressurised air to see whether the air passes around 

the impermeable filter.

It isn’t enough to only test a brand-new filter and 

check if it can remove allergens and small particles. 

Over time, dust can build up on a filter, which is why 

you need to change it every so often. But before that, 

it is important that even when it is loaded with dust 

the filter can still perform well. We load the filter 

with dust, record the filter flow and the air pressure in 

the test duct before and after the filter. We make sure 

that the performance of a loaded filter does not drop 

by more than 20% compared to a fresh filter. 

“ Having third-party certification marks 
  give the consumer peace of mind that 
   they are taking a proactive step to help 
    reduce airborne allergens from the air 
      passing through their home’s filter.” 

Carrie Sazama,  
Senior Brand Manager, Filtrete™ Brand at 3M
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*Asthma and Allergy Foundation of America.
**Allergy Standards Limited.
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“Having third-party certification marks 
  give the consumer peace of mind that 
   they are taking a proactive step to help 
    reduce airborne allergens from the air
      passing through their home’s filter.”

Carrie Sazama,  
Senior Brand Manager, Filtrete™ Brand at 3M



Certification Name       asthma & allergy friendly®   ASHRAE – MERV Rating American Lung Association

Certification Logo

Effective airborne  
     allergen removal

Reduce total allergen burden by 
removal of allergen from the air

Evaluation of loading
As the filter becomes loaded with 

particulate allergen the air flow may 
decrease, adversely impacting on 

performance and increasing energy 
consumption

Evaluation of seals
The seals at the edges of the filter are strong 
enough that air (and also particles) don’t go 

around the edges

Certification Comparison Chart

How the Certification Process works

www.allergystandards.com

Test

Scientific product testing by 
a certified laboratory

Report

Product test results & analysis 
reports are released

Certify

Certification licence is signed 
& certificate is issued

allergy
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